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In this study, we examined the relation of observed classroom practices to 
language and literacy achievement and the moderation of this relation for 
students from pre-K to sixth grade. A total of 136 studies (N = 107,882 par-
ticipants) met the inclusion criteria, of which 108 studies were included for 
meta-analysis and the other 28 studies were narratively synthesized. The 
average zero-order (r = .12) and partial correlations (rp = .04) were statisti-
cally significant but weak in magnitude. The relation was slightly weaker in 
upper than in lower grade levels, and stronger for observations capturing 
macro quality and instructional dimension than those capturing micro mea-
surement and emotional or structural dimension, respectively. The relation 
did not vary by observation duration, frequency, adopted statistical approach, 
or type of covariates. Taken together with the narrative synthesis, the results 
highlight the complex nature of classroom observation and a need for more 
classroom research, particularly on higher grade levels.

Keywords: classroom research, instructional practices, language 
comprehension/development, literacy, child development, meta-
analysis, classroom observation, language instruction, literacy 
development

The classroom is the primary setting for students where formal learning and 
social interactions take place. A considerable portion of the variance in student 
learning can be explained at the classroom level (Foorman et al., 2006; Hanushek, 
2002). It is well established that effective instruction is contingent on multiple 
instructional components (e.g., content, organization; Pressley et al., 2001), 
dynamic teacher-child interactions (Cabell et al., 2013; Crosnoe et al., 2010; 
Pianta & Hamre, 2009), and transactional child-instruction interactions (Connor, 
Piasta, et al., 2009; Morrison & Connor, 2009). To capture this complex and 
multidimensional construct, classroom observation has long been used as a 
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measurement tool (Pianta & Hamre, 2009). However, early reviews in the 1950s 
and 1960s consistently revealed inconclusive or confusing associations between 
teaching acts and student outcomes (Ackerman, 1954; Flanders & Simon, 1969; 
Morsh & Wilder, 1954), which could be attributed to subjective classroom obser-
vations, untenable hypotheses, problematic statistical methods (Frick & Semmel, 
1978; Gage, 1963; Medley & Mitzel, 1963), and equivocal predictor and crite-
rion variables (Yamamoto, 1963). More recently, quantitative research has used 
standardized observations at scale with adequate reliability and validity and has 
contributed more generalizable and robust empirical evidence on effective teach-
ing (e.g., Connor, Jakobsons, et al., 2009; Early et al., 2006; La Paro et al., 2004).

In the present study, we aimed to extend the prior literature on classroom 
observations to examine the relation of the quality and quantity of classroom 
practices to students’ language and literacy performance from prekindergarten 
(pre-K) to sixth grade, using meta-analysis. Previous meta-analyses and qualita-
tive systematic reviews focused more on early childhood education with macro-
level observations (e.g., overall classroom quality) and reported weak associations 
between childcare quality and preschoolers’ academic, socioemotional, and 
behavioral outcomes (Brunsek et al., 2017; Burchinal et al., 2011; Keys et al., 
2013; Perlman et al., 2016; Ulferts et al., 2019). Furthermore, few of them exam-
ined students in upper elementary grades and their language/literacy develop-
ment. In this study, we addressed these gaps by investigating the classroom 
observation–student achievement relations, including (a) both macro- and micro-
level observation characteristics and (b) students from pre-K to grade six. 
Moreover, we explored a series of potential moderators (e.g., student grade level, 
observation type and dimension, observation duration and frequency, child lan-
guage and literacy outcomes, adopted statistical approach, and covariates).

Observation Type and Dimension

Numerous observation instruments have been created and developed. Given 
the complexity of classroom instruction, there is no consensus on how to classify 
classroom teaching practices. However, one broad approach that has been adopted 
in previous work is conceptualizing classroom instruction as the macro-level 
classroom quality and as the microlevel discrete classroom practices (Gosling, 
2002; Wragg, 1999; Connor et al., 2014). The macro-level observation typically 
rates the global quality of the teacher–child interactions (e.g., teacher responsive-
ness, student engagement) and/or the classroom structural features (e.g., physical 
environment, class size, teacher qualifications), and these typically have high-
inference composite scores or indices. Examples include the Early Childhood 
Environment Rating scale and its revised edition (ECERS and ECERS-R; Harms 
et al., 1998), the Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS; Pianta, La 
Paro, & Hamre, 2008), the Early Childhood Classroom Observation Measure 
(ECCOM; Stipek, 1996), and the Classroom Practice Inventory (CPI; Hyson 
et al., 1990). In contrast, the microlevel observation uses a low-inference, time-
sampling coding system, commonly measuring the discrete occurrences (e.g., 
amount, ratio) of certain teacher/student behaviors, pedagogical strategies, and 
settings, such as the Individualizing Student Instruction classroom observation 
(ISI; Connor, Morrison, et al., 2009). In addition, there are validated observation 
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instruments that incorporate both global ratings and counts of discrete instances, 
such as the Observational Record of the Caregiving Environment (ORCE; 
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development Early Child Care 
Research Network [NICHD ECCRN], 1996) and the Classroom Observation 
System-K-5 (COS-K-5; NICHD ECCRN, 2002).

In addition to the differences in the evaluation approaches such as macro and 
micro aspects, extant classroom observation instruments also vary in the content 
of instruction that they evaluate. In general, classroom observation instruments 
examine three dimensions of content of instruction: (a) the instructional dimen-
sion, such as quantity and quality of literacy content delivery, explanation and 
monitoring, and stimulation and feedback; (b) the emotional dimension, such as 
classroom climate and organization, praise and discipline, behavior management, 
sensitivity, responsivity, detachment, and disengagement; and (c) the structural 
dimension, such as classroom physical environment, book category, and writing 
materials category. We acknowledge variation within the macro- and microlevel 
observation systems—different observation instruments were developed with dif-
ferent goals and conceptualizations. For example, sociocultural frameworks such 
as culturally responsive teaching (Gay, 2002) and critical literacy (Luke, 2012) 
emphasize that learning occurs through social interactions and encourage learning 
from experience and discourse (Vygotsky, 1980), whereas social cognitive per-
spectives highlight individual cognitive skills such as self-regulation (Connor, 
2016), socioemotional aspects such as self-efficacy, outcome expectancies, and 
sociostructural impediments and reinforcements in the learning and performance 
of actions (Bandura, 2001; Schunk, 2012). Classifying observation systems into 
observation types and dimensions was not to ignore these differences, but instead 
to examine whether any global differences in classroom observations such as 
high-inference rating versus low-inference quantification are differentially related 
to elementary students’ language and literacy skills. The same is true for the con-
tent of instruction. Therefore, the results of the present meta-analysis should be 
interpreted with this in mind.

Relation Between Teaching Practices and Student Achievement

Previous studies have found that the association between global process qual-
ity (i.e., emotional and instructional interactions, materials and activities) and stu-
dent achievement was not consistently significant, and even when significant, the 
relation was modest in magnitude (Burchinal et al., 2008, 2011; Guo, Connor, 
et al., 2012; Howes et al., 2008; Mashburn et al., 2008; Taylor et al., 2000; Weiland 
et al., 2013). The early childhood education and childcare support systems vary 
geographically, and many European studies have further corroborated this signifi-
cant but small effect of global process quality on children’s development (Abreu-
Lima et al., 2013; Cadima et al., 2010; Ulferts et al., 2019). Researchers have 
suggested that factors such as short pre-post interval and lack of valid, reliable, or 
suitable measures might help explain the modest or non-significant relations 
(Burchinal et al., 2011; Keys et al., 2013; Weiland et al., 2013). Furthermore, 
emerging evidence has suggested a nonlinear relation where the effect is larger in 
classrooms with a higher quality of instruction (Burchinal et al., 2010, 2016; 
Cadima et al., 2010; Hatfield et al., 2016).
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Despite the limited relation to general academic achievement, previous stud-
ies have linked the global quality of teacher-child interactions to students’ lan-
guage and literacy development, suggesting that stronger instructional support 
(Curby et al., 2009; Mashburn et al., 2008), more responsive and sensitive 
teacher-child interaction (Burchinal et al., 2010; Cornelius-White, 2007; Curby 
et al., 2009; Howes et al., 2008), and stronger classroom organization (Cadima 
et al., 2010; Ponitz Rimm-Kaufman, Brock, & Nathanson, 2009) lead to greater 
literacy gains. Similar patterns have been identified in the studies measuring 
microlevel classroom practices. For instance, students attain higher achieve-
ment in classrooms with more instructional time (time on academic activities; 
Connor, Morrison, & Katch, 2004; Connor, Morrison, & Petrella, 2004; Taylor 
et al., 2000; Wharton-McDonald et al., 1998), more positive and scaffolded 
engagement (Cameron et al., 2008; Pressley et al., 2001), and more teacher 
control (less off-task activity and disruption; Crocker & Brooker, 1986; Day 
et al., 2015; Ponitz & Rimm-Kaufman, 2011). Given that observations vary by 
type and dimension, it is reasonable to speculate differential relations between 
classroom practices and student achievement as a function of the nature of 
observation.

Teacher, Student, and Classroom Factors

A variety of teacher, student, and classroom features have been examined in 
prior research. Teacher credential/education, teaching experience, and teacher 
knowledge and beliefs have been found to significantly influence student achieve-
ment though to a limited extent or indirectly through classroom practices (Cash 
et al., 2015; Darling-Hammond & Youngs, 2002; Early et al., 2006; Pianta et al., 
2005; Wayne & Youngs, 2003). Children’s age, gender, and initial skills as well as 
their home literacy, parent education, and socioeconomic status (SES) are also 
common predictors/covariates in classroom research (e.g., Burchinal et al., 2000; 
Connor et al., 2005; Ponitz & Rimm-Kaufman, 2011), though findings are incon-
sistent. For example, researchers found that student age was negatively related to 
the classroom quality–student outcome association (Burchinal et al., 2011), stu-
dents’ baseline skills and primary language were significantly associated with 
instructional effectiveness in reading (Park et al., 2019), and childcare quality 
varied across and within geographic regions and countries (Vermeer et al., 2016). 
Furthermore, evidence has suggested that classroom instruction varies by child 
characteristics (e.g., baseline skill level), such that students differentially bene-
fited from given instruction (Connor, Morrison, & Petrella, 2004). In contrast, 
Keys et al. (2013) found nonsignificant moderating effects of children’s demo-
graphic characteristics (race, gender, socioeconomic status), baseline skills, and 
behaviors. Likewise, previous literature has shown nonsignificant associations 
between the structural features (e.g., program infrastructure and design such as 
teacher–child ratio, teacher qualifications, class size) and student academic and 
social development (Howes et al., 2008; Mashburn et al., 2008). For instance, 
some found few class-level characteristics were associated with or predictive of 
classroom quality or children’s academic outcomes (Early et al., 2007; Justice 
et al., 2008; NICHD EECRN, 2002; Walsh & Tracy, 2004). Overall, these studies 
indicate that the relation between classroom instruction and student achievement 
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might change as a function of a multitude of student-, family-, teacher-, and class-
level features.

Other Factors

Factors such as the outcome domain (e.g., language versus mathematics) and 
analytic approaches (e.g., multilevel, latent approaches) as well as different types 
of predictors/covariates are also potential moderators. Specifically, measurement 
error attenuates the relation of interest. Latent variable approaches account for 
measurement errors and the dimensionality of constructs with a potential increase 
in effect size. Multilevel models account for the nested data structure where stu-
dents are clustered at the classroom level so they yield less biased estimation and 
significance tests. For example, in a longitudinal meta-analysis, Ulferts and col-
leagues (2019) detected a lasting impact of child care quality on language and 
mathematics development throughout the primary school phase, with larger 
effects found in studies that applied multivariate analyses while controlling for 
child and family background characteristics.

Current Study

Tremendous heterogeneity exists in how observation is operationalized and 
measured, what child outcomes are measured, and what statistical approaches are 
employed (Brunsek et al., 2017; Perlman et al., 2016; Ulferts et al., 2019). 
However, insufficient research has been conducted to synthesize how both macro- 
and microlevel classroom practices and different dimensions of instruction, as 
well as teacher and child factors, are related to early childhood and elementary 
students’ language and literacy achievement (an exception is Park et al., 2019, 
which is a narrative review). In the present study, we extended prior reviews to 
examine the relation between both the quality and quantity of classroom practices 
and students’ language and literacy performance from pre-K to sixth grade, using 
a meta-analysis.

Two research questions guided our investigation: What is the relation of 
observed classroom practices to students’ language and literacy performance from 
pre-K to sixth grade? Does the relation vary by student grade level, observation 
type and dimension, observation duration and frequency, child language and lit-
eracy outcomes, adopted statistical approach, and covariates? According to the 
previous research findings, we hypothesized a weak association between the 
observational results and student language/literacy outcomes, with the association 
expected to be stronger for younger students than older students (Burchinal et al., 
2011). In addition, we expected a varied relation by the features of observation 
and assessed skills (Brunsek et al., 2017; Keys et al., 2013; Perlman et al., 2016; 
Ulferts et al., 2019).

Because we focused on only the domain of language and literacy outcomes, we 
classified child outcomes as reading (phonological awareness, print concept, let-
ter knowledge, word reading, reading fluency, reading comprehension), language 
(oral language, listening comprehension, vocabulary), and writing (spelling, 
handwriting, writing quality) in this study. Although the effects of observation 
duration and frequency have not been widely examined in previous studies, we 
noticed great ranges of the observation length and interval across instruments and 
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studies. Hence, it is an open question whether observation duration and frequency 
might influence results.

Method

Literature Search

To identify relevant studies, six electronic databases (Academic Search 
Complete, Education Source, ERIC, Primary Search, Teacher Reference Center, 
and psychINFO) were searched using the following combination of terms: 
all(class* observ*) AND all(teach* OR instruct* OR organiz* OR act* OR practi* 
OR control* OR support) AND all(litera* OR lang* OR lingu* OR lexic* OR 
read* OR letter OR word OR comprehen*). This search strategy was built on the 
three core constructs in the current review: classroom observation, teacher instruc-
tion, and language/literacy outcome. For each construct, we included multiple 
synonyms and added truncation wildcards to ensure high searching productivity 
(i.e., replacing word’s ending with an asterisk to recruit all possible words with 
the same root). Moreover, we used the above Boolean operators to ensure any 
study that simultaneously contains at least one term from each construct to be 
retrieved. To further restrict the search to include the target population, additional 
filters and limiters (embedded in the database system by default) were applied 
(see Table S1, available on the journal website). In addition, 17 relevant journals 
were digitally searched: American Educational Research Journal, Child 
Development, Contemporary Educational Psychology, Early Childhood Research 
Quarterly, Early Childhood Education Journal, Early Education and 
Development, Early Child Development and Care, Journal of Research in 
Childhood Education, Journal of Educational Psychology, Journal of Educational 
Research, Journal of Language Teaching and Research, Journal of Literacy 
Research, Reading Research Quarterly, Research in the Teaching of English, 
Scientific Studies of Reading, The Elementary School Journal, and Theory & 
Practice in Language Studies. Articles were also collected by contacting scholars 
and experts on classroom research, which yielded an additional 16 studies. Finally, 
the reference lists of extant pertinent meta-analyses and synthesis reviews were 
manually reviewed to recruit possible studies (Brunsek et al., 2017; Burchinal 
et al., 2011; Keys et al., 2013; Park et al., 2019; Perlman et al., 2016; Ulferts et al., 
2019).

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Following the above search procedures, a total of 9165 records from database 
searches (through February 2020), 352 records from journal searches (through 
June 2020), 16 records from author requests, and 65 records from a manual search 
of reference lists were identified and imported to web-based systematic review 
software, Rayyan (Ouzzani et al., 2016). To ensure that the included studies were 
most relevant to our research topic and questions, the following inclusion and 
exclusion criteria were applied in the title and abstract screening phase. First, 
participants were students from pre-K to sixth-grade level (or 3–12 years old). For 
example, we excluded studies that solely focused on infants and secondary or 
higher education (e.g., Lau, 2012; Lucero & Rouse, 2017; Shin & Partyka, 2017). 
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Second, studies quantitatively measured teacher language and/or literacy instruc-
tion through classroom observations. Accordingly, qualitative case studies (e.g., 
Reyes, 2006), studies that adopted only teacher or student self-reported practices 
(e.g., Certo et al., 2010; Ollin, 2008), or studies that focused on observation of 
teaching in subjects other than language/literacy (e.g., science teaching, Arias 
et al., 2016; math learning, Sun, 2019) were excluded. Third, studies reported the 
effect sizes (correlation coefficients or linear regression coefficients) between 
observational variables (e.g., quality rating, the occurrence of certain teaching 
practices) and student academic outcomes on language and/or literacy achieve-
ment. Some studies investigated teacher effectiveness through quantitative class-
room observations, but they did not provide the correlations with students’ 
language and literacy skills (e.g., focusing on the development and validation of 
observation framework, Kington et al., 2011) or provided teacher/expert-rated 
students’ behavior or language use instead (e.g., Hale et al., 2005; patterns of 
language use based on observations rather than summative assessments, Markova, 
2017). Fourth, studies were reported in English (see Table S1 for a detailed 
description of data sources).

The detailed screening process is shown in Figure 1. After removing the dupli-
cate records, we screened the title and abstract information for 7858 studies. 
During the initial screening phase, many studies were excluded due to the absence 
of classroom observation (n = 1874) or academic assessments on language/
literacy (n = 1422), or not meeting other criteria: method (e.g., qualitative study; 
n = 1288), population (n = 1091), subject (e.g., medical research; n = 983), and 
language (n = 1). In the full-text screening phase, an additional 647 studies were 
excluded due to the aforementioned reasons and 408 studies were excluded for 
missing correlation or regression coefficients. For the studies lacking essential 
data to compute zero-order correlations or standardized regression coefficients, 
we contacted the authors to retrieve data information (11 out of 46 provided the 
data). Taken together, a total of 136 studies met our criteria and 108 of them were 
eligible for meta-analysis while the remaining 28 studies were narratively 
reviewed to complement our quantitative analysis. The 28 studies included many 
unique covariates such as interaction terms and lacked necessary statistical infor-
mation to compute standardized partial correlations, and therefore could not be 
included in the meta-analysis.

The title/abstract and full-text screenings were conducted by the authors 
(trained researchers who have expertise in literature search and literacy educa-
tion) with adequate reliability (91.24%) established prior to the formal screening 
process.

Coding Procedures

The coding scheme was developed through an iterative process. First, five 
studies were randomly selected and coded by the first author to generate prelimi-
nary coding categories. Then, we modified and consolidated the coding categories 
based on a random set of 10 studies. Using the finalized coding scheme, two 
authors independently coded the remaining studies after they reached an agree-
ment of 92%. Finally, 20% of the included studies were randomly selected for 
double coding, and the overall interrater reliability was 94% agreement.
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The main study information for each study was coded to facilitate statistical 
analysis (see Appendix A). Specifically, we coded basic study information includ-
ing authors, publication year and type, study location, and sampling strategy. 

FIGURE 1. PRISMA chart of screening process.
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Student participants were coded for their race/ethnicity, primary language, mater-
nal education, SES, gender, learning disability status, grade level, and sample 
size. For teacher participants, we coded their education level, teaching experi-
ence, gender, and sample size.

The classroom observation data were coded based on two general categories: 
macro rating and micro measurement. Under each category, multiple features 
were coded: measurement point (grade and semester when observation was con-
ducted, duration and frequency of the observation), name of the observation 
instrument, dimension(s) of the observation (instructional, emotional, structural, 
mixed; see Table S2 for detailed examples), reliability of the observation instru-
ment, the observer identity (e.g., researcher, teacher), observation mode (e.g., 
video-based coding, live/real-time rating), interrater/intercoder reliability, the lan-
guage of instruction, and class size (the number of students per class or teacher–
child ratio). With regard to the academic outcome, the measurement point of the 
test, test name and type (experimental or standardized), assessed skills (reading, 
language, or writing skills), and test reliability were coded. Lastly, the following 
were recorded: the correlation coefficients, standardized regression coefficients 
and corresponding t-test statistics, the number and type of associated covariates, 
and the analytic approach.

Statistical Analysis

We conducted a correlational meta-analysis including both the zero-order cor-
relations and the partial correlations from more complex models. Typically, the 
correlational meta-analysis extracts only zero-order correlation coefficients. 
Considering that most classroom research employs multiple and multivariate 
regression models, eliminating the studies that use complex models would result 
in a great loss of the studies of interest and thus might misrepresent the population 
parameters. Therefore, in addition to collecting the zero-order correlations 
reported in studies, we also collected standardized partial correlations from the 
linear regression models and analyzed them when the corresponding zero-order 
correlations were not provided by the authors after contact. For the studies report-
ing partial correlations, we classified the covariates based on their shared pool of 
common covariates. Specifically, we identified four types of covariates: student 
features such as initial achievement level, gender, and race; family characteristics 
such as parental education, employment, marriage status, and poverty; teacher 
characteristics such as teacher age, teaching experience, and teacher education 
level; and classroom features such as class composition and program type. We 
dummy coded their presence or absence when performing meta-regression (Aloe 
& Becker, 2012; Aloe & Thompson, 2013).

The effect size indices in this meta-analysis are correlation coefficient, r, and 
partial correlation coefficient, rp. Combining zero-order correlations and partial 
effect sizes in a single data set and analyzing them as a whole would be mislead-
ing in terms of the overall effect and level(s) of heterogeneity (Aloe & Thompson, 
2013). Therefore, we conducted two separate analyses: one for zero-order correla-
tions and the other for partial effects. The former was prioritized and the latter was 
performed when the zero-order counterparts could not be retrieved. Furthermore, 
a narrative synthesis was reported as a supplement to the meta-analysis results. 
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With regard to moderation analysis, students’ grade level, observation frequency, 
and duration were analyzed in two ways as continuous and then dichotomous 
variables (grade level below or above fourth grade, observed less or more than 
three times, observed for less or more than 3 hours per visit), respectively.

All calculations and statistical analyses were conducted in the RStudio open-
source software (Version 3.6.3; R Core Team, 2018; Version 1.2.5033; RStudio 
Team, 2016) using functions available in the metafor package (Version 2.0-0; 
Viechtbauer, 2010). To ensure that the sampling distributions of r values are nor-
mal, we applied Fisher’s z transformation to the data analysis and reconverted z 
values back to r values for the presentation and interpretation of the results 
(Borenstein et al., 2011).

A multilevel random-effects model was used to account for the dependency of 
the effect sizes with restricted maximum likelihood estimation (Borenstein et al., 
2011). Although multiple effect sizes seemed to be nested at the levels of grade, 
study, and research team, no significant variance was detected at the study or 
researcher level. Hence, the data set was fitted into a more parsimonious two-level 
model where individual effect sizes were nested within the grade level. We 
acknowledge the superiority of robust variance estimation (RVE) for handling 
dependent effect sizes. However, it has a few important limitations. First, it nei-
ther models heterogeneity at multiple levels nor provides corresponding hypoth-
esis tests. Second, the power of the categorical moderator highly depends on the 
number of studies and features of the covariate (Tanner-Smith, Tipton, & Polanin, 
2016). When the number of studies is small, the test statistics and confidence 
intervals based on RVE can have inflated Type I error (Hedges et al., 2010; Tipton 
& Pustejovsky, 2015). Relating to our cases, many of our moderators had imbal-
anced distributions (e.g., see Tables 1 and 3; such as observational dimension and 
outcome type where some had over 100 cases and some had less than 20). 
Consequently, tests of particular moderators may be severely underpowered. 
Given these limitations, we prioritized the multilevel meta-analysis given that 
many studies contained independent groups of students from different grades and 
it could meet the goals of operating heterogeneity, moderation, and sensitivity 
analyses that are not currently available for RVE. In addition, we adopted RVE in 
sensitivity analysis for robustness check.

The homogeneity statistic Q was computed to assess the variation in correla-
tions between studies (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001), which is usually supplemented by 
the I2 statistic for quantifying the percentage of variation across studies due to real 
heterogeneity (beyond sampling error). By convention, I2 values range from 0% 
to 100% and indicate higher levels of heterogeneity with increasing percentages: 
small = 25%, moderate = 50%, and high = 75% (Higgins et al., 2003). 
Additionally, moderation analysis was conducted to explain the between-study 
differences once significant and substantial heterogeneity was confirmed.

Results

Descriptive Information

A total of 136 studies (N = 107,882 participants) were included and reviewed 
in this study. Of the 108 studies that were eligible for meta-analysis, 70 studies 
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provided zero-order correlations (k = 736) and 38 studies provided only partial 
correlations (k = 384). The remaining 28 studies were narratively synthesized.

In all, the majority of the studies (n = 95) were conducted in the United States 
and used English for instruction, whereas a few of them (n = 13) were conducted 
in Europe, East Asia, and South America. Most studies (n = 95) focused only on 
preschoolers and students from lower grades (up to grade 3), and only 13 studies 
contained students from higher grades (grades 4 to 6). Although the gender distri-
bution was generally balanced, students were of diverse social backgrounds (see 
detailed maternal education, family income, teacher education level, and class 
size information in Table S3). Table S4 presents the names of the observation 
instruments, observer identity, observation mode, and the academic assessments 
used in the included studies together with their corresponding reliability. Overall, 
approximately 58% of the included studies reported the observation instruments’ 
reliabilities, ranging from .61 to .98. Most classes were observed live while a 
small portion relied on field notes or video coding (n = 24). Approximately 81% 
of the studies reported the interrater reliability between observers, and the range 
was from .58 to .99. With regard to the assessments, the majority were standard-
ized tests. Approximately 78% of the studies reported reliabilities that ranged 
from 0.24 to 1.00.

RQ1. What is the relation of observed classroom practices to students’ lan-
guage and literacy performance from pre-K to sixth grade?

As shown in Figure 2, the overall magnitude of the zero-order correlation between 
observed classroom practices and students’ language/literacy outcomes was weak 
but significant (r = .12; SE = .02; 95% CI [.09, .15]; p < .001). The heterogene-
ity test result was significant (Q = 6249.38, df = 735, p < .001), and the I2 value 
suggested that over 88% of the total variance could be attributed to between-study 
differences. With regard to the partial correlations (after controlling for the fea-
tures at the student, family, teacher, and/or classroom level), the correlation 
between observed classroom practices and students’ language/literacy outcomes 
was minimal though still statistically significant (rp = .04; SE = .01; 95% CI 
[.03, .06]; p < .001). The heterogeneity test was also significant (Q = 
1246.78, df = 383, p < .001) whereas the I2 value was reduced to 69%.

RQ2. Does the relation vary by student grade level, observation type and 
dimension, observation duration and frequency, child language and literacy 
outcomes, adopted statistical approach, and covariates?

Given the substantial heterogeneity among the effect sizes, we conducted modera-
tion analysis for grade level, observation type and dimension, observation fre-
quency and duration, and child language and literacy outcomes (Tables 1 and 2). 
Because grade level had already been controlled in many studies reporting partial 
correlations, we did not carry out a moderation analysis of grade level for this set 
of studies (see Table 3).
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Grade Level
We first treated grade level as a continuous variable in the moderation analysis 

and used (weighted) average grade level for the aggregated effect size associated 
with multiple grades. A significant and negative relation of grade level on the 
overall zero-order correlation was found between observed classroom practices 
and students’ language/literacy outcomes (b = −.03, p < .001). Furthermore, this 
negative relation was consistent after controlling for the observation type and 
dimension, and language and literacy outcomes (see Table 2), indicating that the 
relation was getting weaker (−.03) with the increase of grade level.

FIGURE 2. Forest plot for zero-order correlation.
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We then treated grade level as a dichotomous variable (preK3rd versus 4th–6th 
grade) given the shift in instructional focus from learning to read in lower grades 
to reading to learn in grade 4. The relation was slightly weaker in upper grades, 
but it was not statistically significant (b = −.09, p = .06). This implied that the 
overall correlation between instruction and student outcome did not vary by pri-
mary grades versus upper elementary grades. However, this finding should be 
taken with caution because our effect sizes were predominantly clustered in lower 
grades.

Observation Type and Dimension
As shown in Table 1, when using zero-order correlation data, we found a 

slightly stronger relation for the studies using macro-level observations with qual-
ity ratings (b = .09, p < .001) than those quantitatively measuring discrete 

TABLe 1

Multilevel random effects model: Meta-regression of moderators on zero-order 
correlation.

Moderator k Intercept(SE) b(SE) Q(df)

Grade level 736 .17***(.02) −.03***(.01) 37.96***(1)
Grade level dichotomous 

(<grade 4)a
655 .13***(.02) −.09(.06) 2.83(1)

Observation type  
(micro measurement)a

299 .05**(.02) 43.06***(1)

 Macro rating 437 .09***(.01)  
Observation dimension 

(instructional)a
401 .12***(.02) 34.35***(3)

 Emotional 186 −.02***(.00)  
 Structural 18 −.03*(.01)  
 Mixed 131 .03**(.01)  
Observation frequency 698 .11***(.02) .00(.00) 0.46(1)
Observation frequency 

dichotomous (<3 visits)a
698 .11***(.02) .01(.04) .10(1)

Observation duration 
dichotomous 
 (<3 hours/visit)a

639 .09***(.02) .05(.03) 2.68(1)

Outcome type (reading)a 520 .12***(.02) 6.93(3)
 Language 157 .00(.00)  
 Writing 28 .00(.02)  
 Mixed 31 −.03**(.01)  

Note. For grade level, observation frequency, and observation duration, models were fitted treating 
them as continuous and dichotomous variables, respectively. Those unmarked are continuous 
variables.
aReference group for moderator in parentheses.
k = number of effect sizes.
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
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practices at a microlevel. Moreover, the overall zero-order relation between 
observed classroom practices and students’ language/literacy outcomes was 
stronger for the instructional dimension compared to the emotional dimension 
(b = −.02, p < .001) or the structural dimension (b = −.03, p < .05). In other 
words, the correlations with student outcomes were as follows: .12 for the instruc-
tional dimension (see intercept in Table 1), .10 for the emotional dimension, and 
.09 for the structural dimension. When using partial correlation data (see Table 3), 
no significant moderating effect was found for observation type on the overall 
partial correlation (b = .004, p = .63). In contrast, a stronger partial correla-
tion was found for the instructional dimension than the emotional dimension 
(b = −.01, p < .001) or the structural dimension (b = −.06, p < .001). The struc-
tural dimension only contained 10 effect sizes whereas the instructional dimen-
sion contained over 200 cases, so the negative result on the former one might have 
inflated Type I error and should be taken with caution.

Observation Frequency and Duration
There was no significant moderating effect of either observation frequency or 

duration (see Tables 1 and 3). We treated frequency as a continuous and then a 
dichotomous variable (whether or not the class was observed less than three 
times), and the overall zero-order correlation did not vary by the number of visits 
(continuous: b = .003, p = .50; dichotomous: b = .01, p = .75) or the observation 
duration (whether or not the class was observed for less than 3 hours) per visit 
(b = .05, p = .10). Similar nonsignificant findings were observed in partial 

TABLe 2

Multilevel random effects model: Meta-regression of moderators controlling for grade 
level.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Intercept(SE) .10***(.02) .17***(.02) .17***(.02)
Grade level −.03***(.01) −.03***(.01) −.03***(.01)
Observation type (micro measurement)a

 Macro rating .08***(.01)  
Observation dimension (instructional)a

 Emotional −.02***(.01)  
 Structural −.04*(.01)  
 Mixed .02(.01)  
Outcome type (reading)a

 Language .00(.00)
 Writing .00(.02)
 Mixed −.03*(.01)
k 736 736 736

Note. aReference group for moderator in parentheses.
k = number of effect sizes.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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correlations: frequency (continuous: b = .004, p = .34; dichotomous: b = .02, 
p = .10) and duration (b = .01, p = .69).

Child Language and Literacy Outcomes
Compared to reading skills (see Table 1), the zero-order correlation was weaker 

for mixed skills (b = −.03, p < .01). However, the partial correlation data showed 
a different pattern: weaker relations between classroom observations and 
language skills (b = −.004, p < .05), and stronger relations for writing skills 
(b = .08, p < .001) than reading skills (see Table 3).

Covariates and Analytic Approach
Based on the nature of the covariates and the analytic approaches employed 

in the studies reporting partial correlations, we classified four types of covari-
ates (student, family, teacher, and class features) and three types of analysis 
(multilevel model, multiple regression, and latent growth model). We found that 
neither of them significantly moderated the overall partial correlation between 
observed classroom practices and students’ language/literacy outcomes (see 
Table 3).

Sensitivity Analysis
Prior to the substantive meta-analysis, diagnostic tests for outliers, influential 

cases, publication bias, and potential threats from studies with lower quality and 
small sample sizes were performed in an effort to justify the robustness of our 
analysis.

To identify the potential outliers and influential cases, we plotted the studen-
tized residuals, Cook’s distances, and covariance ratios of our main model (i.e., 
overall zero-order correlation estimation). Four studies were consistently identi-
fied as unusual cases (see Figure S1). However, refitting the model without the 
four studies still led to essentially the same overall correlation: r = .12; SE = .01; 
95% CI [.09, .14]; p < .001. Hence, our pooled estimate did not hinge on these 
unusual cases.

To visualize and statistically determine the existence of publication bias, we 
performed the funnel plot and Egger’s regression test (Sterne & Egger, 2006). The 
distribution of our data points was symmetric by and large with a few missing to 
the left, especially near the bottom, suggesting a lack of smaller effect sizes asso-
ciated with studies of lower precision (see Figure S2). Likewise, the Egger’s test 
indicated that the intercept significantly deviated from zero (b = .07, p < .01), 
suggesting the existence of publication bias.

Moreover, we evaluated the quality of the included studies in terms of the 
research question, study population, classroom observation, outcome report, and 
statistical analysis. We rated the overall quality of each study as “strong,” “moder-
ate,” or “weak” using the criteria shown in Appendix B (National Heart, Lung, 
and Blood Institute, n.d.). The comparison between the models fitted with and 
without the effect sizes associated with the “weak” studies was conducted and a 
nonsignificant difference was detected (b = .002, p = .98). Therefore, including 
lower-quality studies would not distort our pooled estimate.
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Additionally, we accounted for both hierarchical effects cases (i.e., multiple 
studies nested within a larger cluster) and correlated effects cases (i.e., the same 
participant group provides multiple effect sizes) with small-sample corrections 
using robust variance estimation (RVE). We ran RVE with the Robumeta package 
(version 2.0; Fisher et al., 2017). The RVE meta-analysis confirmed a weak but 
significant overall zero-order correlation, r = .11, SE = .01, 95% CI [.08, .14], p 
< .001, and a substantial heterogeneity, I2 = 88%.

We had 11 studies that reported partial correlations originally but provided 
zero-order correlations after we contacted the authors. For these studies, we refit-
ted the main model (i.e., overall partial correlation estimation) by adding back 
these original partial correlations. The overall partial correlation was similar to 
the model results without these effect sizes, rp = .04, SE = .01, 95% CI [.03, .06], 
p < .001, with a substantial heterogeneity, I2 = 68%. Thus, we retained the 11 
studies as part of the zero-order correlation data.

In sum, our main analysis of the overall zero-order correlation between 
observed classroom practices and student language/literacy outcomes was not 
subject to any potential outliers/influential cases, study quality, or small sample 
issues except publication bias. Also, removing the studies that provided zero-
order correlations upon author request from the partial correlation analysis did not 
statistically affect the main estimation for partial correlation either.

Narrative Synthesis

A total of 28 studies (see online supplementary materials) were included in the 
narrative analysis. Overall, the majority of the studies reported weak positive par-
tial correlations between classroom practices and students’ language/literacy out-
comes (e.g., Gersten et al., 2010; Howes et al., 2008; Kwan et al., 1998) whereas 
some studies reported moderate to strong positive partial correlations (e.g., 
McCartney, 1984; McIntosh et al., 2007) and a few reported weak negative partial 
correlations (e.g., Crocker & Brooker, 1986; Howes et al., 2008). Aligning with 
our meta-analysis results mentioned previously, Crocker and Brooker (1986) 
reported that the relation between classroom practices and students’ achievement 
was weaker for higher grades. Furthermore, there was a general tendency that the 
studies using macro-level observations with quality ratings yielded more stable 
positive relations (Connor et al., 2014; Kwan et al., 1998; McCartney, 1984; 
McIntosh et al., 2007; Pianta, Belsky, et al., 2008) whereas those using quantita-
tive measurements of microlevel practices showed either negative or relatively 
weaker positive relations (Crocker & Brooker, 1986; Gersten et al., 2010). In line 
with the meta-analysis results, studies also showed that the association between 
classroom practices and student outcomes was consistently stronger when the 
observation was focused on the instructional dimension rather than the emotional 
or structural ones (Crocker & Brooker, 1986; Guo, Justice, et al., 2012; Howes 
et al., 2008).

In addition, these studies suggested several notable moderation effects. First, 
the direct and indirect relations between classroom practices and student achieve-
ment might differ by the language/literacy outcome of interest (Baroody & 
Diamond, 2016). For example, Kwan and colleagues (1998) found that child cen-
ter quality was related to students’ verbal fluency but not word reading. McCartney 
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(1984) reported that the strength of the relation was stronger for mixed measures 
incorporating both reading and oral language components than for measures 
examining only oral language.

Second, there was an interaction between observation types or dimensions in 
predicting students’ language/literacy outcomes (Connor et al., 2014; Guo, 
Justice, et al., 2012; Pianta, Belsky, et al., 2008). Students’ gains in vocabulary 
and comprehension were greater not only when teachers provided a high-quality 
classroom learning environment but also when they spent greater amounts of time 
on meaning-focused instruction in small groups (Connor et al., 2014). In addition, 
the classroom physical literacy environment (i.e., presence of writing materials) 
was positively related to children’s growth in alphabet knowledge and name-writ-
ing ability only in the context of high-quality, instructional supportive classrooms 
(Guo, Justice, et al., 2012). It was also found that the negative relation between 
the quantity of time spent on reading instruction and improvement in reading was 
mitigated when there was a higher level of emotional support in the classroom 
(Pianta, Belsky, et al., 2008).

Third, there was a moderation between classroom quality and student charac-
teristics in predicting student achievement (Gosse et al., 2014; Vitiello et al., 
2012). The relation between instructional support and language development was 
stronger for those children who had higher initial language skills (Gosse et al., 
2014). It was also found that high emotional support was more positively associ-
ated with children’s gains in language/literacy for children who were resilient 
than those who were overcontrolled (Vitiello et al., 2012).

Lastly, teachers and peers also influenced the association between classroom 
practices and student achievement (Guo et al., 2011; Mashburn et al., 2009). For 
example, Guo and colleagues (2011) demonstrated that teachers’ sense of collegi-
ality (i.e., collaboration among teachers within schools, implying shared respon-
sibility and commitment to common educational goals) in combination with 
higher language and literacy instructional quality, predicted greater gains in chil-
dren’s vocabulary scores. Another example is Mashburn and colleagues’ (2009) 
study, where better-managed classrooms had stronger relations between peers’ 
expressive skills and children’s growth in receptive language.

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to summarize and characterize the relation 
between observed classroom practices and children’s language/literacy achieve-
ment. Because of the variety of the models and the analytic approaches employed 
in the reviewed studies, we analyzed both zero-order and partial correlations and 
narratively synthesized studies containing interaction terms or indirect effects. 
This meta-analysis did not focus on the relation to student academic growth over 
the school year, but rather on status outcomes, assuming a level playing field at 
the onset.

First and foremost, aligning with our hypotheses—a weak association between 
the classroom observation and student language/literacy outcomes, and the asso-
ciation expected to be stronger for younger students than older students (Burchinal 
et al., 2011)—we found that the observed classroom practices were significantly 
but weakly associated with the language/literacy outcomes of students from pre-K 
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to sixth grade (r = .12 & rp = .04). The overall zero-order relation was stronger 
for younger children regardless of the observation type, observation dimension, or 
outcome type. These findings overall indicate that although classroom observa-
tions are widely used, they do not explain a large amount of variation in students’ 
language/literacy achievement, and this is particularly pronounced for students in 
upper elementary grades (Brunsek et al., 2017; Burchinal et al., 2011; Keys et al., 
2013; Perlman et al., 2016; Ulferts et al., 2019). In other words, few observational 
measures target specifically language/literacy learning, and extant observation 
instruments are limited in predicting student language/literacy outcomes.

There are several possibilities to explain the overall weak association. As sug-
gested in Perlman et al. (2016), the weak association could reflect the unneglect-
able impact of family and other factors. In fact, compared to the zero-order 
correlation estimation, our smaller pooled partial correlation and its correspond-
ing moderate heterogeneity estimate implied that on top of the teacher/child class-
room behaviors and interactions, a multitude of student, family, teacher as well as 
class features could predict the teaching and learning outcomes. According to our 
narrative review, there were multiple moderation effects among different observa-
tion types, dimensions, and individual characteristics, which showed that the rela-
tion between classroom quality and students’ gains in language/literacy is a 
function of a complex set of factors. In addition, the measurement issues regard-
ing the difference in the measurement unit for classroom observation and student 
performance should be noted. Specifically, the majority of studies reported obser-
vation results at the classroom level, not at the child level. Given that students 
differ in the extent to which they engage in and learn from the same instruction, 
observation results at the classroom level are not precise estimates of student 
learning.

There is another mismatch between the scope and specificity of the classroom 
observation and testing construct. Researchers have pointed out the validity issues 
inherent in present observation instruments as the majority were developed by 
child development experts based on conceptual rather than psychometric consid-
erations. Consequently, although they capture a broad context (i.e., general inter-
personal interaction and environmental/structural provisions), there is a lack of 
focus on cognitive and academic skills (Burchinal et al., 2011). Also echoing 
Connor’s statement (2013, p. 4) “observation tools are most useful when devel-
oped to serve a particular purpose and are put to that purpose,” it is possible that 
more focused observation on a particular dimension would yield a stronger rela-
tion to its targeting academic outcome (e.g., the relation between instructional 
quality or time spent on spelling and its corresponding spelling outcome). Ulferts 
and colleagues (2019) found instruments that measured teacher–child interactions 
outperformed those measuring material–spatial surroundings (more of a precon-
dition for quality teaching) in capturing what matters for student learning. 
However, there are findings showing that more positive associations were found 
between ECERS/ECERS-R global scores and student outcomes as compared to 
its subscale scores (e.g., teaching and interactions, provisions for learning; 
Brunsek et al., 2017). In sum, efforts on improving observation validity are 
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warranted and the tradeoff between broadly and narrowly focused observation 
scopes is well worth considering.

In line with the above findings and our hypothesis of a varied relation by the 
features of observation and assessed skills (Brunsek et al., 2017; Keys et al., 2013; 
Perlman et al., 2016; Ulferts et al., 2019), our results from zero-order and partial 
correlation data showed a stronger relation between observed classroom practices 
and student language/literacy outcomes for studies capturing the instructional 
dimension (quantity and quality of literacy content delivery, cognitive explana-
tion and monitoring, stimulation and feedback) than the emotional dimension 
(classroom climate and organization, praise and discipline, behavior manage-
ment, sensitivity/responsivity/detachment/disengagement) or the structural 
dimension (classroom physical environment, book category, writing materials 
category). These findings suggest that for students’ academic outcomes, varia-
tion in the instructional dimension matters more than that in the emotional and 
structural dimensions. Despite statistically significant moderation effects, these 
findings should be taken with caution because the difference in magnitude was 
small and the relevant measures varied in reliability (see instrument reliability and 
observer reliability coefficients in Table S4).

In addition, the types of student outcomes—language, reading, or writing—
showed consistently significant moderating effects in both sets of analyses, but 
the patterns of results were opposite for zero-order data versus partial correla-
tions. We found a larger effect size associated with comprehensive tests (assessing 
mixed skills) for zero-order correlations whereas a larger effect size was associ-
ated with writing tests among partial correlations. Keeping in mind that the two 
sets of analyses contained different samples and used diverse observation mea-
surements as well as child language and literacy outcomes, the two sets of analy-
ses are not comparable, but the overall findings underscore that the relation is 
contingent on both the observation dimension and child outcomes.

Our meta-analysis findings did not show a varied relation by observation fre-
quency and duration, type of covariates, or analytic approach, although the latter 
two had significant moderating effects in Ulferts and colleagues’ (2019) study. 
There might be a couple of explanations. For example, observation frequency and 
duration were congruent and limited among the reviewed studies (most research-
ers observed twice or three times in total with 2 to 3 hours per visit despite a few 
extreme values that extended the overall ranges) such that their moderating effects 
may have been underestimated. Another reason is the variation in covariates 
included in studies. There was a great deal of variability among the covariates, 
and we broadly classified them into four types, which might have disguised some 
significant factors such as baseline skills and teacher education level. More con-
sistent approaches across studies would help illuminate consistency in findings.

Limitations and Future Directions

There are several limitations of this study. First, although the aim of this review 
was to investigate the relation between observed classroom practices and students’ 
language/literacy outcomes from pre-K to sixth grade, more than half of the studies 
meeting our criteria focused on a lower grade level (pre-K to third grade). Therefore, 
the generalization of our results to upper-grade levels is more limited. These results 
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indicate a need for more classroom research beyond early primary grade levels. 
Second, as mentioned earlier, the complexity and variability of the employed 
observation instruments and child outcomes rendered a relatively broad classifica-
tion that might also obscure many findings. For example, we classified observa-
tional instruments according to their evaluation approaches and instructional 
content, which only allowed us to test the global differences among classroom 
observations. Another caveat was that too few studies assessed writing and mixed 
skills in comparison to the number of studies that assessed reading skills though we 
detected differential relations among studies assessing reading versus those assess-
ing mixed or writing skills. Third, many studies did not report information on 
potential moderators such as teachers’ years of teaching, education level, class size, 
students’ learning disability status, and SES (see Table S3). Therefore, we could 
not explore whether relations differ by these features. Lastly, it should be noted that 
the pooled zero-order and partial correlations were generated from independent 
samples so they are not directly comparable. Hence, our comparative findings 
from zero-order versus partial correlations should be taken with caution. In addi-
tion, for the studies that provided both zero-order correlations and partial correla-
tions, we prioritized zero-order correlations in the data analysis phase. We recognize 
that zero-order correlation does not account for the teaching impact on student 
academic growth over the school year because it does not account for students’ 
previous skill levels. Finally, this study cannot draw any conclusion about 
whether the instrument captures or fails to capture the latent construct of teach-
ing or teaching practices. This is an important validity question that should be 
addressed in the original studies. Meta-analysis is a powerful tool but it relies on 
the quality of the original studies that are included. In this review, many included 
studies did not report validity information. Future reviews may need to further 
account for the validity and reliability of observation instruments.

Conclusion

This study adds to our understanding of the relation between observed class-
room practices and language/literacy development for elementary students. Our 
study found a significant but weak association on average and brought to light 
several challenges in synthesizing various classroom research. Extant observation 
instruments differ in the observational scope, dimensions, and purposes. The pres-
ent findings indicate that classroom observations provide only a limited picture of 
students’ language and literacy skills. Of course, this does not deny the impor-
tance of attending to teaching practices in the classrooms. Instead, what the results 
suggest is a need for a comprehensive picture of the factors that influence stu-
dents’ language and literacy skills, including student factors (e.g., traits and 
behaviors) and their language and literacy environments and resources in the 
home and community as well as classroom instruction.

Classroom instruction is a complex construct that requires a highly reliable and 
valid observation system that can capture the complexity and its relation to stu-
dents’ language and literacy development. In addition, we highlighted the need for 
more consistent measurement approaches across studies in order for the field to 
develop a clearer picture of the relation between classroom practices and student 
achievement.
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Appendix A

Coding Scheme

•• Study ID
•• Authors
•• APA citation
•• Publication type: dissertation, journal article, unpublished manuscript
•• Study location
•• Sampling strategy
•• Student participants

|| Race/ethnicity: %Caucasian, African American, Hispanic, Asian or 
Pacific Islander, Native American, multiracial, other

|| Primary language: %English, Spanish, other, English language learner
|| Maternal/caregiver education: %Under high school, high school, asso-

ciate, bachelor, master or above, missing
|| SES: %low, mid, high
|| Gender: %boy, girl
|| Learning disability status: %average, learning disability, etc.
|| Grade (age)
|| Sample size

•• Teacher participants
|| Teacher education: %high school, associate, bachelor, above bachelor
|| Teaching experience: mean years
|| Gender: %male, female
|| Under PD program: Yes or no
|| Sample size

•• Classroom observation
|| Macro rating

■• Timing (grade-semester, duration, frequency)
■• Observation instrument
■• Rating dimension(s)
■• Reliability of observation instrument
■• Observer
■• Observation mode (video recording, live, etc.)
■• Inter-rater/coder reliability

|| Micro measurement
■• Timing (grade-semester, duration, frequency)
■• Observation instrument
■• Amount/ratio (the amount of time, the proportion or frequency of 

certain practice)
■• Observation dimension(s)
■• Reliability of observation instrument
■• Observer
■• Observation mode (video recording, live, etc.)
■• Inter-rater/coder reliability

|| Language of instruction: English, Spanish, etc.
|| Class size
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•• Academic outcome
|| Timing (grade-semester)
|| Test name
|| Test type (experimental or standardized)
|| Test skills
|| Test reliability

•• Effect sizes
|| Correlation or regression coefficients with t-test results
|| Number of covariates and their type
|| Analytic approach

Appendix B

Study Quality Evaluation Scale.

 1. Was the research question or objective clearly stated? Yes Somewhat No
 2. Was the study population clearly defined? Yes Somewhat No
 3.  Was the sample selected from the same or similar 

populations and clearly described (i.e., age, gender, race, 
disabilities)?

Yes Somewhat No

 4.  Were inclusion and exclusion criteria for being in 
the study prespecified and applied uniformly to all 
participants?

Yes Somewhat No

 5.  Was sample size justification, power description, or 
variance and effect estimates provided?

Yes Somewhat No

 6.  For longitudinal studies, was attrition (withdrawals and 
drop-outs) reported in terms of numbers and/or reasons 
per group?

Yes Somewhat No

 7.  Were the classroom observation procedures clearly 
defined across all study participants?

Yes Somewhat No

 8.  Were the classroom observation procedures reliable 
across all study participants?

Yes Somewhat No

 9.  Were the classroom observations implemented 
consistently across all study participants?

Yes Somewhat No

10.  Were the academic assessments clearly defined across all 
study participants?

Yes Somewhat No

11.  Were the academic assessments reliable across all study 
participants?

Yes Somewhat No

12.  Were the academic assessments implemented 
consistently across all study participants?

Yes Somewhat No

13.  Did they report basic information (i.e., mean, standard 
deviations, range, correlations for all assessments given)?

Yes Somewhat No

14.  Did they report reliability estimates on all measures? 
And, if so, were they above .7?

Yes Somewhat No

15. Were the statistical measures appropriate for the study 
design?

Yes Somewhat No

Rating criteria
Strong >13
Moderate 13
Weak <13
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